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Descriptive Inventory

SC 3131   SAME-SEX Marriage – Law and legislation

1 folder. 2 items. 2006. Originals.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC 3131   SAME-SEX Marriage – Law and legislation 2006

Letters to Brian Coutts, Bowling Green, Kentucky, from Congressman Ron Lewis (R-KY) and Senator Jim Bunning (R-KY), outlining their support of the Marriage Protection Act, a bill to amend the U.S. Constitution to define marriage as a union between a man and woman. The bill failed to pass in either the House or Senate.
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Bunning, James Paul David “Jim,” 1931-2017
Coutts, Brian E. b. 1948 – Letters to
Lewis, Ronald E. “Ron,” b. 1946
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